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Image: PexelsIf you're an Apple Music user, you may have felt a little left out a few weeks ago when people started sharing their Wrapped Year in a review from Spotify. Now a new app can help make magic happen for you as well. Music Year in Review is a free iOS app created by NoiseHub that looks at Apple Music's data for the year and creates a somewhat shuffled graph with
what it finds. Thanks to the growth of music streaming services, it has never been easier to find new music, so why the same ... MoreIn the app is not made by Apple, but is only available on iOS for use with Apple Music accounts. To use the app, simply download it to an iOS device that you also use to access Apple Music. From there, you'll be asked to enter your email address
(we recommend using a one-time one-time address) and give access to your Apple Music data. After that, it will return three graphics: one with the time you spent listening to your top artist, one with your favorite genre, artist, and song, and the final graphic with the top 5 songs of the year and the top 5 artists. Image: A year at ReviewFor me, it was pretty lame because I use Apple
Music only for white noise when I sleep, but if you use it for everything, then you should get some solid answers. Is this all life-changing information? No, but it's interesting to see which artists and songs you've listened to the most during the year. Sharing these discoveries on social media with friends can also sometimes lead to discovering you and a buddy have a favorite in
common, or perhaps even working as an offer for your friend to check out some of your favorites if they haven't already. If you ever had to upload an image or two, or deal with a scanned document, you know about all the headaches that come with the conversion, and how fastidious sites get with different types of files. Turning scanned images into PDFs requires some kind of
image editing know-how, or a trip to an online conversion site where your data is uploaded to God-knows-where and converted for you. It's not exactly easy, and definitely not safe. This is the time of year when we all thank, and among many other things, we are here at Lifehacker... Use mac app Alchemy to prevent unknown people from sending data. It handles conversion for
you by turning multiple file image types into PDF, JPG and PNG. It lives in your bar menu where, when pressed, it will open the drag and drop the box. You can also access it directly from the keyboard ⌘ on Shift8. From there you can throw in multiple images of different types of files and choose whether you want to convert them into JPG or PNG files, or photos in a single PDF. It
handles only a few file types at the moment, although you'll be able to convert multiple images into one GIF once Alchemy adds more supported filetypes in the future. This app is open source, so you can follow its development on its Github page. Your Apple TV comes with some useful apps pre-loaded, such as Apple Music, Apple Arcade and Apple TV, the company's own
streaming service. However, there are many more great apps out there for your Apple TV, provided you know where to look. We've researched and created a list of the best Apple TV apps to show you which apps are on Apple TV and why they're worth downloading. Some even provide services such as free movies on Apple TV, while others provide great educational benefits.
Netflix is a great service where you use it, but it makes sense to have it installed on your Apple TV. It offers thousands of different movies and TV shows, including exclusives like Stranger Things. There's no shortage of content for young and old alike, and you can watch content in 4K too, provided you have an Apple TV 4K and a subscription to the service. Disney is home to all
the biggest franchises, from Star Wars to Marvel and every Disney movie you can think of. It's perfect for family homes with kids of all ages seeking to lose themselves in Disney magic. The app is easy to use, but lacks a few subtle details that other streaming services can offer, but it's early days yet. If you're interested to cut cables but also want the benefits of cable TV, HBO is
now the place to go. For $14.99 a month, you get access to big TV hits like Watchmen, its dark material, and a final night with John Oliver, along with old favorites like Game of Thrones and Chernobyl. The app is a little ruey at times, but you can't beat it for quality content. It makes sense to try Apple Music, but many users prefer the Spotify app interface. It offers a vast wealth of
music as well as podcasts, to the extent you will feel like you will never work out music to listen to. Sometimes ads appear between songs, but it's a small price to pay for a service that has amazing value for everyone. If you want to stay on top of all the latest news about your favorite sports teams, then ESPN is the place to go. It offers basics like evaluation and on-demand news,
but it also provides highlights and expert analysis of all the major plays. The app is sometimes a bit glitchy on the Apple TV and you have to subscribe to watch live sports, but there is enough free content to make it worthwhile. Developed as a YouTube Smart TV app, YouTube is a dream to use on Apple TV. Fast and intuitive, you can search for millions of videos to watch at any
time. Have videos, vlogs, music streaming channels, movie trailers, and more. It's a huge world that means, in many ways, you don't really need any other form of entertainment. It's super easy to save favorites for later links, and create your own playlists. VLC is not like other streaming services because it is mainly aimed at those who stream flow in their house. If you have a hard
drive network, for example, you can use VLC to stream content from this on Apple TV. It supports all video and audio formats, so you don't have to worry about converting files in advance. The app is easy to use, but setting it up can be a little uncomfortable if you don't know your way around the networks. The game is streaming big business these days because it's a lot of fun
watching personalities stream their favorite games. The whole process is a more social event than it used to be with millions of different streamers covering many different games. The Twitch app is as easy to use as YouTube, making it easy to find favorites on Your TV before participating in chat sessions. Just watch out for some inappropriate content if you have young eyes
looking. For when you need inspiration in the kitchen, there is a History Kitchen. It looks enthralled by clearly highlighting the recipes available, ensuring that they look attractive at all times, giving an idea of how to achieve the desired look. The app works as intuitively as any other part of the Apple TV, so everyone can handle finding useful textbooks and food ideas. It's all very
attractive. TED is a fantastic resource for inspiring conversations on all kinds of subjects. You can learn a lot from many conversations from inspirational figures, both famous and not so well-known. Its search function may be temperamental, but its Surprise Me feature is for it, allowing you to discover items you never thought you'd like to learn about. In fact, it's like looking out the
window from the International Space Station. It's relaxing, fascinating and centers the mind perfectly. The app is the perfect sky cleanser for the world. For those secret karaoke fans, there is the Smule-Social Singing App. You can sing or dance alongside huge musical hits with people from all over the world - from Ed Sheeran to the frozen soundtrack. Some content requires a
subscription, but there's enough here for free that anyone can dive right into it. The app is very easy to use and also offers video filters and the ability to make your own clip. It's fun for the whole family. You can save the PDF for JPG if you want the document to be an image instead. If you save the PDF format in JPG format, the document should no longer be opened with the help
of a PDF reader and can instead be viewed with the majority of viewers of the images. Converting PDF to JPG is often useful when sharing a PDF because you don't have to worry about the other person having there is a PDF viewer or plug-in on their computer, or a PDF opener on their phone. However, there are some drawbacks to converting PDF into JPG that you should
consider before you do Another way to keep a PDF as a JPEG file is to use a special converter that only converts images from the PDF. You can use this type of converter if you only want photos from the PDF - the converter will extract PDF images and save each one in JPG format. While there are benefits of saving a PDF for JPG, it's important to know what actually happens
when you do the conversion. Since PDF is a document, and jpg image, two completely different types of files, you can't convert without losing some aspects of the PDF. For example, if you ever want to edit text in a PDF, you might want to consider saving it in PDF format (or at least not deleting the original PDF after converting to JPG). While most PDFs can be edited with a pdf
editor, most of them probably can't do the same with JPG, and you'll probably find it hard to find a good JPG to convert the text. Another problem with PDF for JPG converters is that during conversion, any built-in content, such as bookmarks or audio, is lost and unusable in JPG. If you keep the original PDF to access these things, you can never get them back, since you can't
convert JPG to PDF and expect to get these embedded objects. There are several ways to save entire pages from PDF to JPG. The method you choose to use should depend primarily on the operating system you are using and whether you already have a converter on your computer. PDF2JPG.net. A screenshot of PDFtoJPG.net is one of the easiest places to convert each PDF
page into a separate jpg image. This PDF converter works on Windows, macOS, Linux and any other operating system that supports the browser. Just download the PDF to this website, select the quality of JPG, wait for the conversion to JPG, and then download any of the pages like JPG, or download the zip code of all converted pages. PDFtoJPG.me is similar, but takes large
PDF files and allows you to choose a range of pages to convert. Screenshot Pixillion is a free image file converter for Windows and macOS, which allows you to download the PDF to the program and then convert it to JPG. You can also customize resolution, zoom in on images, turn pages, turn pages, add a watermark to images, and more. Each page in the PDF will be preserved
as a separate JPG file. Screenshot If you have Windows 10, you may prefer to use the PDF for the JPEG Windows app. Just open the PDF in this program, select the folder, and then press the Convert button to make JPG for each Pdf. Screenshot macOS users best use the built-in PDF tool to convert the PDF into a JPG. Open the PDF to run the preview (or open the preview
first and go to the file of the Open ... If it doesn't start automatically), then choose JPG through the file of the export ... Menu option. You can also click the right button on any of the pages from the left panel to export the PDF page to JPG. Screenshot If You Are You Adobe Photoshop is already on your computer, you can use it to convert the PDF page into JPG. Just open the
PDF as you would any image, choose the Page option and then use the file to save as ... menu to save the page as a jpg image file. The screenshot of Adobe Acrobat is similar to Photoshop: it's not free, but if you have, it's perfect for converting PDF into JPG. Open the PDF, and then go to the export file for the zgt; JPEG images to convert all the PDF pages into JPG files. Some
other PDF converters for JPG, some of which support party conversions, include PDFMate PDF Converter, UniPDF, EasyPDF.com, DocuFreezer, Boxoft PDF in JPG, LightPDF, Icecream PDF Converter, and UnitePDF. Some PDF splitters can also convert PDF into JPG. DocuFreezer produces a watermark on all converted pages if you use the free version, and EasyPDF.com,
LightPDF and UnitePDF are the only ones on this list that are online PDFs for JPG converters; other programs that you install on your computer. If you don't want the converted PDF pages to be separate, separate JPG, but instead only one large JPG file with all the pages combined together, you should use a completely different tool. Filesmerge.com is one example of a website
that can combine all jpg pages into one file, both horizontally and vertically, which can be easier to send or store rather than store all pages as separate files. Another way to convert a PDF to JPG is if you want to save images from PDF to JPG format. In other words, you can extract all the photos from the PDF and convert each one into JPG. Screenshot One way to make it out of
any operating system with an online PDF for JPG converter. I Love PDF is one of the best ways to do this because you can download a PDF from (and save JPGs) your computer, your Google Drive account, or Dropbox. If you extract a few JPGs, you'll get them in the qIP file. You can also get images of JPG from the PDF using Photoshop (choose the image option after choosing
a PDF to open) or Adobe Acrobat (Tools of the PDF's Export of the Image zgt; Image's export of all images). Image). apple app to convert jpg to pdf
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